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Conscious logistics  
to transform the world
This is ourpurpose
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Carbon credits generated
until2022:1.334.000  
tCO2e free

Zero
Carbon
Farm

Wild animals recovered and
released on the farmby  
2022:4.000 wild animals

Forecastof animals  
thatwillbe recovered  
by 2030:9.000
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Carbon credits thatwillbe  
generated until2030:
2.634.000 tCO2e free
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Reduction of greenhouse gases: 
2,678 ton peryear through the  
acquis ition of 106 new equipment

This reduction corresponds to  
16,430 trees planted to  
neutralize carbon

M ore than 1million trees  
were planted in 2023.

2022 2030

322,336

*each tree neutralizes 163 kg of carbon during the first 20 years.

Annual results with the  
implementation of vehicles  
and electrical equipment.
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Use of electric 
vehicles to reduce  
greenhouse gases.
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ZeroCarbon  
Rental

95%cheapermaintenance

100%cheaperthan fuel

This reduction corresponds to 159 trees
planted to neutralize carbon peryear
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Logistic Otimizations

=
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It is the 1st project of this level in the world,
developed and registered by Zero Carbon Logistics
forB2B cargo delivery.

We developed suppliers in several countries to
make the project viable, which uses military
equipmentand innovative components.

The unmanned aircraft will initially carry 50 kg of
cargo. The objective, in its final version, will be to
hold up to 150 kg of payload.

Zero Carbon  
S uperDrone
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We meet all the  
objectives of the UN
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Recognition

ISO
9001

ISO
14001

ISO
45001

ISO
37001

ISO
39001
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This is an extremely rigorous certification, conquered by very few
companies in Brazil and in the world. There are only 253 companies in Brazil
and5,371worldwide.

fleceiving the B SEAL represents a personal, institutional and legal
commitment to make decisions considering the long-term impact on the
community and the environment.

The company's actions are evaluated in detail in 5 areas: Governance,
Workers,Customers,Community and Environment.

Belonging to this global movement is synonymous with allying the strength
of the market and the business purpose to the search for changes and
solutions to social and environmental problems.

Certifield B
Corporation
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Oracess (zerocarbongroup.com)

felipe@zerocarbongroup.com

+55 (31) 9 8757-0195

PlanetB does not exist!  
Check now what we doing  
about the sustainability.
Scan the QflCode below
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